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Computer network researchers often need to evaluate a new systemon real traffic data to assesswhether it works in prac-
tice. The problem though is that getting suitable real traffic traces is not always simple. While some organizations [2, 4]
make publicly available traffic traces captured in real networks, their number and duration are very limited, they are also
usually captured from few links only. Consequently, researchers often endupevaluating their ideas on few traces (at best),
such as the ones provided by CAIDA [2].

In this thesis, the goal is to develop a framework to collect traffic traces in real time, and that operators can deploy in
their network and use to later make the traces available to the community. Previous works already implemented similar
frameworks [8–12], but some do not scale to high traffic rate, some others are hard to deploy in real networks, or lack of
flexibility. To (hopefully) convincenetworkoperators todeploy the framework, itmust i)beeasy to setup for theoperators,
ii) guarantee users privacy by anonymizing the traffic traces (e.g.,CAIDAuses a prefix preserving anonymization [3]), and
iii) be flexible as network operators may have different privacy policies.

To implement the framework, the student can rely on the recent advances innetworkprogrammability, andmoreparticu-
larly on the recent programmable switches [7] (such as Tofino [1]). These programmable switches can forward packets at
Tbps, and their hardware pipeline can be programmed using P4 [6]. In this theses, the idea is to use these programmable
switches toperformtheanonymizationof thedata trafficdirectly in thedataplane, before sending theanonymizeddata to
an external server where further processing can be performed (e.g., data storage). The frameworkmust support different
levels of anonymization, and operators would only have to specify the anonymization in a high level language (similarly
to [11]). The student will also have to design the framework so that it can handle potentially Tbps of traffic (often seen
in real networks). For instance, the framework should be able to filter some traffic (e.g., only focus on some destination
prefixes, or protocols), or compress data traffic on-the-fly.

Milestones

• Understand the problem and the challenges, and study the existing solutions;

• Implement aP4program that can anonymize traffic in thedataplane according to operators-providedpolicies. The
P4 program can be tested using a software switch such as BMv2 [5];

• Implement a program that runs on the server collecting the anonymized traffic. This program must for instance
take care of storing the data;

• Test the full framework on a Tofino switch that we have in our lab.

Prerequisites

• Being able to program in Python, good knowledge in UNIX-like systems, some knowledge in P4 is a plus;

• Communication Networks (227-0120-00L), or equivalents.

Contact

• Thomas Holterbach, thomahol@ethz.ch

• Prof. Dr. Laurent Vanbever, lvanbever@ethz.ch
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